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Speaker for March 18th, 2012
The Gympie Pyramid
- Gordon de L. Marshall The Gympie pyramid, near
Gympie in Queensland has
long been a source of mystery
and intrigue to visitors from
around the world.
However, all this will come to
an end in the near future if
the Queensland government goes ahead with its plans to bulldoze
the pyramid in order to construct a highway.
The Gympie pyramid is an archaeological anomaly and an important spiritual centre. When it was first discovered, the pyramid had
inscribed standing stones and a round stone table on the summit
surrounded by thirteen pillars, all since carted away by settlers for
construction purposes. Fortunately drawings of them still exist.
Gordon has recently visited the pyramid and has spoken with the
custodians. In this talk, he will show copies of the drawings as well
as other interesting finds made on and around the pyramid, suggesting contact with earlier civilizations. Reasons as to why the pyramid
is an ancient structure and its possible purposes will be discussed,
and its connection with other pyramids found around Australia.
Gordon will also mention the experience of clairvoyants as to the
interior of the pyramid, encounters with guardian spirits and
examples of healing and higher consciousness experienced on it.
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From the Editor
You might have noticed this column’s change of title. I have held the
secretary’s position for several years now. During that time I have also
been asked to be the newsletter editor, then to revamp and maintain the
website, write the member database as well as countless other little things
which, when put together, amount to a lot of things.
With the coming AGM in mind, I feel that it is time to give a chance
to someone else to take the secretary’s role, so that I can concentrate all
the other projects I have put aside in my life, and maybe even have get a
chance for a leisurely walk in the park every now and then.
So here is your chance, if you want to take some part in the running of
your society, you are most welcome to join the committee. You will find
a form on page 13 to register your intention to do so. If you do, but do
not find two financial members to sign the form for you, do not worry,
just send me the form with your name and the position you would like
to hold, and you will be able to find someone at the meeting on the day
to complete your form.
If you wish to vote for someone to fill in a particular position, but cannot
attend the AGM meeting, you can use the proxy form on page 16 to get
someone to vote on your behalf. The pre-requisite is that you both have
to be financial members.
The seminar at the end of March is filling up nicely. These seminars are
always both fun and very instructive. When you think of all the help that
dowsing can provide you with, any help to improve your skills and accuracy is welcome. Do not miss out, Col and Julie Zwan are great dowsers
and have results to prove their skills.
Recently I called Col to get some help with a tricky situation. I was quite
amazed with the written report he sent me, showing all the questions he
asked for me, and the answers. All of them proved to be quite accurate
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and confirmed my own dowsing. So right away, I learned something
about organising myself and formulating the right questions before beginning my dowsing. There is room to learn for everyone, experienced
dowsers included.
You can register for this seminar at the March meeting or download a
registration form, which includes all information, from our website at:
http://www.dowsingaustralia.com/seminar_Col_2012.htm
This month is your last chance to renew your membership if you wish to
continue receiving all the newsletters. You will find a form to do so on
our website at:
http://www.dowsingaustralia.com/Renewal_form_2012.pdf
Forms will also be available at the front desk at the March meeting.... do
not miss out.
Last month’s speaker, Robert Gourlay donated some DVD’s, one of these
will be used as a lucky door prize at the March Meeting.
Until next time....			

François

Lucky Door Price
March 18th Meeting
- REGENERATION An Earth Saving Evolution
How biological farming builds healthier soils, healthier plants,
healthier animals and certain hope in an uncertain world.
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Building Neutralising Antennae
For Geopathic Zones
From the American Dowser quarterly digest, winter 1989
by Stephen Bosbach
This article outlines the method of building a neutralising antennae for
geopathic zones. There has been a great deal of work done in this area by
the Germans and Swiss recently. An article in the ‘American Dowser
Quarterly’ described a passive antenna from Germany described as ‘interferenz Mikrowellensender’, or neutralizing microwave antenna. I obtained one of these devices and began experimenting with it. I found it
to be quite effective in neutralizing the irritating radiation at a geopathic
zone of two intersecting faults or veins, if the device was located upstream, directly over the center of the vein or fault, oriented vertically.
This device is still available from Endotronic, in Argenbuhl, Germany for
about $132.00 U.S. My design is equally effective and can be made for
pennies.
The heart of the German device is a passive vertical dipole antenna, made
from aluminum tubing and short lengths of aluminum rod, mounted
coaxial up the center of the tubing. The length dimensions are somewhat
critical, but the antenna can be made from simple materials and remain
equally effective. I experimented with many materials and lengths to find
the limits of effective size and configuration. The best and simplest design I eventually used was a
folded dipole, made from 300
ohm flat TV antenna hook up
wire, commonly available.
When a geopathic zone is located, determine the number
of veins and faults intersecting
with the zone. Each vein or
fault has a flow of energy that
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coincides with the flow of water in the vein. The microwave energy emanating from the vein or fault is dowsed for its wavelength. This energy
generally is centered in the 11 cm wavelength region. My dowsing, however, has found significant deviations from this.
I have dowsed veins and faults radiating at wavelengths from 6.5 to 19
cm. The antenna must be cut to equal the wavelength or half of it. I feel
that the half wavelength antenna is effective and easier to install.
Around my home near Austin, Texas, the wavelength tends to be around
13cm. This equals a half wavelength antenna length of 6.5cm.

Construction: I then cut a piece of twin lead antenna wire 2 cm longer
than the half wavelength to compensate for wire stripped to connect the
ends. A 1cm of wire is stripped of insulation at each end and twisted together. A one 3 mm gap is then cut in center of one side of the antenna,
see image above.
The exact center of flow is then dowsed in each vein or fault, and the antenna placed vertically over the center, upstream from the irritation zone.
The small size of the antenna makes it easy to mount on walls or floor
joists, using tape or staples.
The neutralizing effect seems to be permanent as long as the ground is
stable. This may need to be checked periodically. I was able to completely neutralize the geopathic irritation in a home in Denver, by stapling
these small antennae to the floor joists, at perimeter points in the basement.
(Graphics by Francois Capmeil)					Stephen Bosbach
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Mindless Missions?
by Janie Tate, reprinted from
the American Society of Dowsers Quarterly Digest Summer 2003
It is called ‘Mindless Missions’ because it doesn’t seem like there is any
plan, or intention, to start a chain of events. We just feel an energy and
we do it. It’s probably happened to me many times, when I really wasn’t
aware how I was affecting fate when I did something seemingly unimportant. I’m sure it happens to a lot of people.
There are 2 times that stand out in my mind, when I became aware, that
I definitely did start an important chain of events. Afterwards, on reflection, I had to admit that there was another energy that motivated me.
The first time was quite a few years ago, when I was reading or watching
television. I can’t remember exactly, but I was sitting down and I suddenly got up and walked out the door, mindless as to why I felt I had to
do that. I had no intention of going anywhere in particular. I just walked
out the door.
Across the street in the mobile home park, lived a friendly little lady that
I had waved to a couple of times and said “hello” as she was mowing the
lawn. That’s about as far as it went in the several months that I had lived
there. This particular day, I got up out of my chair, crossed the street and
walked over to her house and knocked on the back door. I had absolutely no conscious reason for doing that. When I did, I heard a voice
inside calling for help! I went inside and found her on the floor.
She had fallen and hurt her back. She was a young, healthy, and pretty
woman who needed to be on some sort of medication, and it would have
been many, many hours until someone else found her. She required an
ambulance.
That event sort of ‘blew my mind’. I had yet to discover any connection
with Angels, and had only learned to dowse for the purpose of finding
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water. It had been several years and I
continued to be curious about it, but
thought it had no other use and didn’t
really know where to find any information about it.
Imagine my excitement when I found
the American Society of Dowsers and
went to a conference. My excitement
was amplified when I discovered I
could ask other questions besides, “Where’s the water?”
Since then, I have developed a series of signals enabling me to communicate with my Guardian Angel. Some things are very difficult to find out
by just asking questions. I know now that we also get hunches, thoughts,
and insights when they are trying to steer us in a certain direction. Such
was the case last night, and I was so moved that I have to share it.
The same sort of ‘mindless mission’ happened. I was sitting on the couch
watching the news, and suddenly got the urge to refill my bean bag chair,
which was getting a little too flat.
Now, this was at a time when I should have felt the urge to go fix my dinner. It was almost dusk and I never start projects at dusk. To fill it I would
have to bring in my ladder, lay it down on a support and gather some
clothespins to fasten the open bag between the rungs. Then I had to fill
a squirt bottle with water, to neutralize the static electricity of the filling
material, and go out to the shed and find my plastic bag of Styrofoam
beans (little white balls). (Not a good project to start at dinnertime!)
I went out to the shed to look for my bag of Styrofoam beans. I didn’t see
it in there and was frustrated. I absolutely had to do this, I had to refill
that beanbag chair, now! “Maybe I put the beans in the old car with the old
bean bag which was stored in there,” I thought. I looked in the car window
and didn’t see it. I was about to go back and look again in the shed when
Page 8
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‘something’ told me to open the door, and look under the old bean bag
chair. When I moved it I saw the kitty on the floorboards, skin and bones,
and very sick. I was horrified.
This was no ordinary kitty. It was a Bengal, a cross between an Asian
Leopard cat and a domestic breed. It has spots like a leopard, and is the
beloved pet of a man who lives about a quarter of a mile away. He had
called me ages ago, it seemed, looking for it. He was afraid it had been
killed by a nearby dog. I wasn’t sure exactly where in the forest his cabin
was and had lost his phone number.
I called my other neighbor and we brought the cat water, and a little bit
of canned sardine meat. We both then went on a search for the owner
and finally found him. I truly believe it was a stroke of genius, on my
Guardian Angel’s part, to manipulate me off the couch and out to that
car to find that cat! It would not have lasted much longer.
When I went back into my shed I found the Styrofoam beans right away.
What did I learn from this? Well, maybe to be more accepting of ‘mindless missions’. Maybe to be more aware of them after the fact. Is it possible my whole life is a ’mindless mission’, that I’m stumbling around,
not really knowing why I’m here?								
									Janie Tate

Quote
This is the true joy in life - being used for a purpose
recognized by yourself as a mighty one;
being thoroughly worn out before you are thrown on the scrap heap;
being a force of nature instead of a feverish
selfish little clod of ailments and grievances,
complaining that the world will not devote itself
to making you happy.
								~George Bernard Shaw
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Table Talk
By Barbara Johnson
Through the good work of Dr. Emoto, Raymon Grace and others, many
of us have become familiar with how our thoughts and emotions are imprinted in water, influencing all those who use it. So let’s pause to think
for a moment, that similarly, our food, too, will be imbued with whatever is going on at a subtle level during its preparation and ingestion.
Fortunate are those of us who are able to grow much of their own vegetables and fruit, enabling them to choose non-toxic farming methods, and
serve food fresh from garden to table - all their food imbued with that
special feeling of joyous satisfaction, at having been able to produce it
themselves. However, the majority of us rely either partly or solely on
food from the markets, coming as it does with a ‘mixed bag’ of influences from the manner of its production, storage and handling.
So, how to negate any unwanted effects, and maximise our absorption
of the available nutrition?
Let’s make a start with our attitude in the kitchen. Is our approach one
of ‘just another chore’ or can we
please begin by noticing with
pleasure the various colours, textures and perfumes of the ingredients.
Then let’s appreciate our companions along the way, those pots and
pans that make our cooking possible. Next we will bear in mind
those for whom we prepare the
meal, whether just for oneself, or
for others, and focus on doing our
Page 10
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best to suit their needs and tastes.
Finally, do you remember, in days gone by, what happened as we sat
down to the meal, “Yes of course - we said Grace! an Attitude of Gratitude”
which served to infuse the food with happy vibes, and incidentally quietened the recipients, giving their digestions a better chance. Only pleasant topics were permitted in table conversation, further enhancing the
beneficial effect.
So I would like to present a little meditation for the mealtable:
“We give thanks for the Divine forces that have produced this food,
and to all the hands that have brought it to our table.
May we absorb the nutrients to the highest good of our health
and may any unwanted or harmful substances
be neutralised and suitably eliminated.”
							
Amen
Barbara is a long time member of our Society, she has a wealth of experience in dowsing. This is her first article to this newsletter and we hope
she will share more of her experience with us (Ed).

Quotations
“I expect to pass through life but once.
If therefore, there be any kindness I can show,
or any good thing I can do to any fellow being,
let me do it now, and not defer or neglect it,
as I shall not pass this way again.”
				
~William Penn~
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2012
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Agenda for the Annual General Meeting
Sunday, 18th March, 2012 at 2:00pm
1. Approve the Minutes of the last AGM
2. President’s Report
3. Secretary’s Report
4. Treasurer’s Report
5. Librarian’s Report
6. Sales Desk Report
7. Appointment of Returning Officer
8. Election of Office Bearers and the Council Members
9. Any other business

Membership Subscription
due now

T

hank you for being part of the Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. A renewal form will be available at the meetings. They were also placed
into the last two editions of the newsletter for those who are unable to
attend.
Note: Non-financial members will not receive
the newsletter after March, unless they renew.
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Election Of Members
14. (a) Nominations of candidates for election as Office Bearers of the
Society or as ordinary members of the Council
(i) Shall be made in writing, signed by 2 members of the Society and
accompanied by the written consent of the candidate (which may be
endorsed on the form of the nomination); and
(ii) Shall be delivered to the Secretary of the Society not less than 7 days
before the date fixed for the holding of the Annual General Meeting at
which the election is to take place.
(b) If insufficient nominations are received to fill all vacancies on the
Council, the candidates nominated shall be deemed to be elected and
further nominations received at the Annual General Meeting.
(c) If insufficient further nominations are received, any vacant positions
remaining on the Council shall be deemed to be casual vacancies.
(d) If nominations received are equal to the number of vacancies to be
filled, the persons nominated shall be deemed to be elected.
(e) If the number of nominations received exceeds the number of
vacancies to be filled, a ballot shall be held.
The ballot for the election of Office Bearers and ordinary members of
the Council shall be conducted at the Annual General Meeting in such
usual and proper manner as the Council may direct.
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Dowsers Society of NSW Inc.
Form of Appointment of Proxy

I, ___________________________________________ (full
name)
of ____________________________________________
(address)
being a member of the Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. hereby
appoint
_____________________________________________(full
name)
of ____________________________________________
(address)
being a member of that incorporated association, as my proxy to
vote for me on my behalf at the general meeting of the Society
(Annual General Meeting or Special General Meeting, as the case
may be)
to be held on March 18th, 2012
and at any adjournment of that meeting.
*My proxy is authorised to vote in favour of/against (delete as
appropriate) the resolution (insert details).

*To be inserted if desired.
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Short Cut Mazes

By Pat Prevost, Reprinted from the Journal
of the Canadian Society of Dowsers, Summer 2010
I had a call from a long-time friend and dowser who was looking for the
missing car keys to the family’s second vehicle. She related that she had
dowsed, and the result was that in every room she asks, her dowsing system said they were there. They were not anywhere.
So I asked her to describe her dowsing approach to me; specifically, what
questions she was asking and what her dowsing protocol consisted of. I
knew her to be a very connected intuitive person, yet it seems that without any preparation or preamble as an opening for her dowsing system,
or any identification of the energies involved in this search, she had just
simply asked if the keys were “here”.
Let’s take this “Are they here?” question and relate it to the very literal
language of anyone’s dowsing system. The meanings of words differ from
person to person, and often do not follow any prescribed definition from
any dictionary... but then I ask you which dictionary are you using?
Scholars disagree on the meaning of words, and so then you are using
that word solely according to your own understanding of its meaning.
So now ask once again the question “Are they here?”, which upon further
consideration seems to fall short of the quest to find the keys. Now let’s
add to the mix the concept of time and of space. My first piece of advice
to my friend was that she pauses to imagine just how many energy trails
those keys, to a vehicle that they had owned for many years, would have
left in the space they call their home.
Her mental light bulb went on without hesitation. That lead to further
discussion as to whether she had taken the time to visualize the exact set
of keys in her mind, considering that there were several sets of car keys
that had been around the house. Had she placed herself and the keys in
the present time and space? Had she alerted her dowsing system that she
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2012
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wanted them physically so she could at that moment pick them up, go
out, and actually start her car?
‘Short Cut Mazes’ is what I call the conundrum in which she had found herself when she telephoned me to find out
what was going on. In her quest for an
instant fix, the dowsing protocol went
out the door with the keys! Ultimately
that’s where her keys were, actually out
the door. Her hubby had them in his
pocket when he went with his brother,
to fix her sister’s house plumbing. He
had emptied his pockets on the sister’s
kitchen counter, and there the keys had sat hidden from sight. So no
amount of the type of dowsing my friend was doing in the house, would
have turned up the keys in question.
There was a presumption that they were in the house, which was a classic
misdirection. So did she ask for the higher selves of all who lived there to
help with the search? This I personally believe to be another key aspect of
dowsing to find things.
There is a reason that we teach beginners to write down their questions
and then dowse to see if they are a ‘ten out of ten’ question. Are they a
question that asks one single “Yes” or “No” query, and not a multiple of
queries all stacked into one? We teach beginners to properly identify the
characters in the situation: environmental factors, individuals involved,
motivating factors, time and space, etc.
In the quantum universe of dowsing, we truly need to set our dowsing
GPS coordinates accurately for the result that we’re looking to achieve.
We teach beginners to open the dowsing protocol, to get all in order with
everyone’s permission to proceed, to administer the questions carefully,
to close the dowsing protocol, and to thank all who had participated.
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This a short list of some of the things I mean:
1. Asking the dowsers permission questions... “Can I, May I, Should l?”
2. Is it in my best interests to proceed?
3. Is it in their best interests to proceed?
4. Is it the right time to dowse? Would another time be better?
5. Am I in the centered, balanced, aligned, grounded, shape to dowse appropriately at this time?
If not, then, what on this list of exercises or activities (everyone should
take the time to prepare a checklist of this sort) can I do to be ready to
dowse? Sometimes you simply need to drink some spring water (brains
need water to work), to eat some good food (energy drives the metabolism) or to get some fresh air (do some deep breathing) to oxygenate the
entire system. Essentially it is whatever you need to do to be in proper
shape to dowse.
This phenomenon of good dowsers tripping themselves up with short cut
mazes, is one that constantly repeats itself. Often beginning dowsers can
find lost things without any effort, because they are carefully going step
by step and processing very effectively. It’s when we get comfortable and
start taking things for granted, that we end up getting lost in the mazes
of the short cut world.
Think of it this way. You know those shortcut icons on your desktop, that
you click and there you are in the right place in your computer to perform the operating function you need, well, behind them there is a whole
mass of programming allowing you to take that short cut to the software
you wish to operate. Let’s say you somehow delete the underlying programming. Then the short cut icon is a path to nowhere. So when we
ignore our study and practice of dowsing protocols, we too find our results are less than to be desired. Dedicated dowsers seek to get into deeper relationships with their dowsing systems, and that seems to be why
they get the results.
Pat Prevost is a professional dowser, specializing in geopathic stress.
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2012
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10 Wise Choices
to Skyrocket Your Happiness
By Gail Brenner, Reprinted from the changeblog
“The amount of happiness that you have depends on
the amount of freedom you have in your heart.”
					
~Thich Nhat Hanh ~
Who doesn’t want to be happy? Just take a look at any moment of your
life, any choice you make. Isn’t your intention to be happy?
By happiness, I don’t necessarily mean the pollyanna, silly-smile-on-yourface kind. What I mean is a deep sense of contentment, the capability of
being peaceful and at ease no matter what, an inner knowing that things
are just fine.
Somehow true happiness eludes us, and here’s why. Even though we long
for it more than anything, we make choices that derail us. We choose
stressful behaviors, distorted beliefs through which we view the world,
and emotional chaos. And in doing so, we interfere with our potential to
be happy.
Happiness is absolutely within your reach. In fact, it’s closer than close
– the essence of you. How to discover happiness? Make a study of your
thoughts and emotions. See what makes you unhappy, then plant your
feet firmly in the land of happiness. Make these ten wise choices, and the
deepest happiness imaginable will be revealed.
1. Take responsibility.
Don’t blame others, turn yourself into a victim, or wait for someone to
come and save you. If you want to be happy, take the bull by the horns.
Be willing to figure out how you stand in the way of your happiness.
Page 20
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2. Embody enthusiasm.
Be willing, open, courageous, and humble. Admit what isn’t working,
and be available to the possibility of real inner change. Keep your quest
alive.
3. Drop your old baggage.
Nothing kills happiness more quickly than old hurts, resentments, and
grudges. If you are spending your precious time stuck in a sad story from
the past, realize that you are being affected way more than anyone else.
Wrap all of that pain in a vast cocoon of love, then move on with clarity
and grace.
4. Become intensely interested in your inner life.
The cause of unhappiness is the playing out of conditioned habits that
don’t serve you. Find out what they are and use a laser focus to see how
they work. With your new-found awareness, make healthy, life-affirming
choices.
5. Question your beliefs.
We unknowingly build our lives around distorted beliefs and expectations. Put every thought under the microscope for examination to see if
it is actually true. You will undoubtedly find that you are living through
a veil of confusion and limitation. Be willing to step away from these
familiar and cherished beliefs and see everything with fresh eyes.
6. Appreciate presence.
Happiness is found here, in the eternal now – not in the past or future.
Relax. Let all efforting fall away, and receive everything just as it is. Luxuriate in the wonder of your senses as you go about your daily life.
7. Study your emotions.
Life becomes heavy and burdensome when we are ruled by difficult emotions. The medicine for this emotional pain is interest and attention.
Stop telling yourself stories that fuel your emotions. Rather, welcome the
direct experience of the feelings and the sensations in your body. Let
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2012
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them be without needing to get rid of them. Over time, they will lose
their power over you, and you will be at peace. The clouds will lift, revealing the happiness you have been searching for all along.
8. Live from your heart.
Shed every thought, emotion, and habit that no longer serves you. What
is left? Love. Let love permeate your conversations, activities, and the way
you treat yourself. In any moment, ask, “What would love do?” then do
it. Savor the deliciousness of a full and open heart.
9. Choose freedom over fear.
Fear is another happiness-killer. Know when fear is driving your choices,
and choose otherwise. Meet fear with love, then have the courage to act
on what you really want.
10. Let happiness pervade your life.
Every moment presents the opportunity to be happy. If you doubt me,
just take a look at your own experience. When you break it down to its
bare essence in the moment, you will realize that a choice is always possible:
Nag or be silent, self-criticize or self-love, sustain stress or take a deep
breath, perpetuate a habit or unravel it until you just can’t keep it going
anymore.
When we are at peace with our own experience, we can’t help but be
happy. Nothing is in the way. We see through the fog of faulty beliefs and
dramatic stories, leaving us available to consciously choose happiness –
now, and now, and now. It’s right here, can you feel it?
Happiness is no longer a mystery. Make these 10 wise choices,
and the endless well of happiness will be revealed to you.
The Changeblog is the creation of Peter Clemen, It is made of a collection of
inspiring and insightful articles from various authors. His blog can be found
at http://www.thechangeblog.com
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What to Grow Inside Your Home
By John Richardson
Ever been inside a building where the
feeling was so nice it defied description? (I have only experienced it once so
far, and a few others not quite up to that
standard.) It is an experience that will
stay with you forever!
We all want our homes to be loving,
joyful, happy, etc,.
By using your divining skills, chosen
‘emotion energy’ streams can be found
and helped to spread out and grow inside your home. An ‘emotion-energy’
stream is the ‘foundation’ upon which you will build the feeling of that
emotion into the building, home, etc.
When living your daily life inside the building, each time you live that
emotion, you are adding to the foundation you have provided, and the
emotion builds up in strength and value.
Make a list of the ‘emotion-energy’ streams you want to weave into the
fabric of your home.
Method:
Inside the house take your L Rods, pendulum, or whatever tool you are
comfortable using.
• Go into your divining model, and ask to be shown the first ‘emotion
energy’ stream on your list. Example: ‘a happy energy’ stream.
• Walk forward until your L Rods indicate the edge and angle of this
‘happy-energy’ stream.
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2012
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• Stop.
• Ask for the rods to indicate the other edge of the ‘happy energy’. Walk
forward slowly until the L Rods indicate. You have now identified a
‘happy energy’ stream.
• Now, divine for an intersecting ‘happy energy’ stream. When located,
stand on the intersection.
• Go into your divining mode and ask for these ‘happy energy’ streams
you are standing on to spread out and form a carpet in all directions
throughout the house.
• Await confirmation.
• Once the energies start to move, you can follow their progress by means
of your L Rods.
• If a desired ‘emotion energy’ stream is not located, introduce it! (You
have to start somewhere.)
• Do not worry about creating problems by overlaying the same areas
with different ‘emotion energies’. They live in harmony and do not interfere with each other.
• Repeat the above steps for each of the ‘emotion energy’ streams you
have listed.
The way you live your daily life will add value to the strands you have
now woven into your home. Keep up the good work. In time you too will
have a home people L-0-V-E to remember!
Enjoy!
John Richardson (02) 6643 3813. John is a regular contributor to this newsletter. You too could be. If you have some good dowsing stories to tell, or interesting articles, please email me at francois@biotronic.com.au
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Speaker for April 15th, 2012
Sensitivity, Science & Spirit
- Dianne Parker Can anyone learn to be a Psychic? Can
psychic sensitivity assist Dowsing?
Since the beginning of civilization Sensatives, Dowsers, Healers, Psychics & Mediums, have used their gifts for the benefit of mankind. Scientific research has
proven this phenomena many times.
Dianne will explore these secrets, to expand the vision & shed new light on these gifts of life. Dowsers
recognise that our Spirit, our Higher Selves, & the spirit of nature
communicate with us. Mediums recognise communication with
Spirit & the oneness of all living. As we have much in common, we
will discover how the specialities of Dowsers & Mediums can be
complementary.
Dianne Parker is a natural born medium, her mediumship being
enhanced & directed through studies undertaken mainly at London’s acclaimed Arthur Findlay College. She is an accredited Clairvoyant, Spiritualist Medium, Spiritualist Speaker, Psychic and
more...
As a Spiritualist Minister, Dianne runs a Spiritualist Church Service
at the Mona Vale Scout Hall & is authorised for weddings, funerals
& naming ceremonies. Dianne is available for private consultations.
www.statesofgrace.com.au
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
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